ACL Analytics & Analytics Exchange
Fall ‘16 Release: Data-Driven
An Open Data Revolution: More power & simplicity for data scientists.
30+ CPEs. A reimagined new ACL Community platform.

With our Fall '16 Release, ACL is introducing “Open Data” architecture to integrate the world’s best tools and equip you with the ultimate in analytic power.

The Fall Release is packed with exciting improvements and value for all aspects of your work: making it easier to access more data, import that data, run your analytics faster, perform built-in predictive analytics—and enhanced continuous learning options, including on-demand CPE credits and learning from your peers in ACL Community.

Stuff that will blow your mind:
» 30+ CPE credits, valued at US$3,000 - $3,500 (per subscriber)
» Re-invented easy data import experience
» 15+ native connectors to common data sources
» Certified connector from Tableau

Stuff you’ll love:
» Faster engine performance
» Longer naming supported
» New visualizations and configuration options
» ACL Community is getting bigger and better: learn more from your peers
» New analytics ideas in ACL Inspirations and new scripts in ACL ScriptHub

Stuff the advanced analytics users & IT will like:
» R & Python integration to expand your data tool ecosystem
» Import data using SQL queries from your IT team

Stuff you didn't know you wanted, but you will!!:
» Built-in survey/questionnaire templates
» Next generation storyboards
» Profile data using metrics (KPIs, KRIs & KCIs)
» The full features and improvements of ACL Results Manager Lite
Top New Features
60+ epic feature bundles, 800 new features, powered by a 40% bigger R&D engine!

CPE Credits & Professional Development
Get 30+ CPE credits through ACL Academy online training!

15 New Direct Data Connectors + Easy Data Import Wizard
Access more data, from more sources, more easily

R & Python Integration
Extend ACL for statistical & predictive analytics

Connector for BI and Visualization Tools
Connect ANY reporting or visualization tool to ACL for unlimited reporting & visualizations

Enhanced Visualization & Storyboards
Track KPIs and KRI with metrics & communicate data with meaningful context

Surveys & Questionnaires
Integrate survey responses directly into your data record

New, Reimagined ACL Community
A better way to connect, share & learn from professionals across thousands of customer organizations

More Productivity Boosters...

PLUS
All the awesome stuff you get with your ACL Subscription.
CPE Credits & Professional Development
Get 30+ CPE credits through ACL Academy online training!

We understand the challenges of balancing a full-time career with being a lifelong learner. You already use ACL Academy to learn how to work better, so why not get credit for it? Most US states, for example, require approximately 40 credits/year in order to maintain a CPA designation. We’re including more than half of this—30 CPEs—in your subscription. Additional courses coming in Spring 2017.

We’re also introducing team progress reports, to help managers monitor training compliance through scheduled reports of their team's progress in Academy.

WHAT’S THIS WORTH?
This translates to $3,000-$3,500 in CPE credits per user. This is an incredible amount of value for individuals, but this awesomeness is compounded for organizations with multiple users.
15 New Direct Data Connectors + Easy Data Import Wizard
Access more data, from more sources, more easily

Many GRC, BI and Visualization software vendors claim they support analytics...few actually do. ACL now makes native transactional data import and analysis a snap with our new Data Import Wizard, featuring:

» Redesigned, modern interface
» Server-side joins prior to import
» Easy import interface & data preview
» Multi-table imports
» Apply data filters prior to import
» Native SQL support to run any raw SQL select query as an import
» New native data connectors for:
  ▪ Oracle
  ▪ SQL
  ▪ Amazon DD
  ▪ Redshift
  ▪ Google BigQuery
  ▪ Hadoop
  ▪ Spark
  ▪ MongoDB
  ▪ Salesforce
  ▪ and many more...
Extend ACL to use the best data tool for the job. Integrate your ACL scripts and datasets with R and Python directly, connecting you with a new world of possibility for statistical modelling, predictive analytics, regression models, and more. With R, you gain access to a toolset commonly used by data scientists for prototyping, statistical and regression analysis. Python is an easy-to-write scripting language that excels in exploratory data mining, easy algorithms with superior performance at computing large data sets.

**INTEGRATE ACL WITH R & PYTHON TO:**

» Perform complex statistical calculations with ultra-high performance
» Implement the highest level of predictive analysis
» Leverage the vast data analysis and program libraries from the R and Python communities
» Collaborate with data analysts and data scientists working in R or Python
» Leverage industry-specific predictive and scenario models in banking, insurance, pharmaceuticals, etc.
Connector for BI and Visualization Tools
Connect ANY reporting or visualization tool to ACL for unlimited reporting & visualizations

Feed your ACL analytic output into your existing organization-wide visualization tools (which typically don't do analytics).

ACL project files are now their own data connector. Directly connect your ACL output to BI and visualization tools such as:

» IBM Cognos
» Microsoft® BI
» Microsoft® Excel
» Qlik®
» SAP Crystal Reports
» Tableau (ACL is now fully certified for Tableau as a reporting data source)
» any BI or visualization tool
Enhanced Visualization & Storyboards
Track KPIs and KRIs with metrics & communicate data with meaningful context

Use ACL’s new visualization tools to track KPIs and KRIs with metrics:

» Align KPIs to senior management
» Track KRIs that measure threats to achievement of KPIs
» Roll-up KCIs that relay control effectiveness
» Use overall KRIs for a complete picture of risk management effectiveness

GIVE DATA CONTEXT WITH STORYBOARDS
We’ve only begun the journey of telling powerful stories with the combination of data and narration. With the Fall ‘16 release, we’re taking another big step.

New Storyboard functionality includes:
» Storyboard sharing
» Click-through drill-down
» Presentation mode
» PDF export
» Image insertion
» Support for adding tables, crosstabs, and heatmaps
» Support for adding metrics (KPIs, KRIs, and KCIs)
» Annotations with commenting
» Filtering options within storyboard
Surveys & Questionnaires
Integrate survey responses directly into your data record

Your ACL subscription now entitles you to survey capabilities using ACL Results Manager Lite. ACL is SOC certified, so you can rest assured your data and responses are secure (not even the leading survey tool you may be monkeying around with is SOC certified!). Combine stakeholder responses directly to your data record, or conduct standalone compliance and assessment surveys to support audit readiness, policy and regulatory compliance, risk assessments—or build a whistleblower web hotline.

SURVEY/QUESTIONNAIRE TEMPLATES
Don’t know what to ask? We’ve built questionnaire templates to assist you in some of the common uses of our survey functionality. Or, you can quickly build your own. Available as part of your ACL subscription, you can grab these templates via your ACL Launchpad.

EXAMPLE TEMPLATES:

Audit Surveys
✓ Audit Readiness Questionnaire

Policy Compliance Surveys
✓ Gift Pre-Approval Request Form
✓ Gift Request Approval Form
✓ Policy Attestation

Fraud & Security Hotlines
✓ IT Incident Report Hotline
✓ Whistleblower Hotline

External Regulatory Surveys
✓ SOX 302 Certification
✓ International Boycott Report
✓ Managers Disclosure Certification
✓ Officers Disclosure Certification

Risk Assessments & Benchmarks
✓ Top Talent Loss Assessment
✓ Risk Assessment Query
✓ Customer Satisfaction Survey

Learn more >>
New, Reimagined ACL Community
A better way to connect, share & learn from professionals across thousands of customer organizations

ACL Community has been reimagined to be bigger and better than ever! Delivered on a revolutionary new platform, ACL Community gives you an easy way to connect to the experts and information you need. Consume searchable thought leadership and tips, ask questions and engage in discussions with other ACL customers, find local ACL User Groups, learn about events, provide product feedback, and more—all just a click away.

Every organization with an active ACL subscription now has access to ACL Community for an unlimited number of staff.

COOL NEW STUFF:

1. Revolutionized Q&A & discussion forums – A brand new Quora-like Q&A forum answered and edited by the ACL customer community. And a revived and elevated discussion forum within ACL Launchpad—now including gamified scoring and accreditation to reward the best contributors in the community.

2. A home for the global ACL User Group family – Centralized sign-up and management of ACL User Groups makes it extremely easy to connect directly with other ACL customers in your own local area.

3. A direct feedback line to make your ACL experience get better and better – Interact directly with ACL product designers and content developers to get the product enhancements and content you need to make your job easier and value delivery higher.

Figure 1: Experience the power of a global community for sharing and learning
More Productivity Boosters...

We've also made some small improvements that make a big impact:

» Robust performance: better memory management, 64-bit data connectors, and 64-bit Microsoft® Office support
» New long names support across tables, scripts, view, log, and fields
» Improved delimited file import
» New STATISTICS commands
» Newly added Mersenne-Twister random sampling algorithm
» Improved importing from ACL Results Manager Lite (including filtering; import all fields without names) Learn more about the ACL Results Manager Lite app, included with your subscription

PLUS

Learn more about the ACL Results Manager Lite app, included with your subscription.

Read More »
“The data visualization is fantastic. Information is about communication. You can do the best analysis in the world, but if you’re handing over tables and tables of data, no one can consume it and take action. When you put it in a picture, you’re telling senior management a story about how the data has an impact on the business.”

— Blair Richards, Senior Manager, Australia Post
What do I get with my ACL Subscription?
Training, best practices & productivity boosters built in

Productivity Ecosystem:

**Academy**
24/7 online, interactive, comprehensive training.
Upskill your team with self-paced lessons and flash demonstrations to learn new ways to apply ACL software. Now including 20+ CPEs.

**Inspiration**
100s of testing ideas built from decades of experience.
Categorized by process area and industry, finding inspiration for where to apply data analytics is easy.

**ScriptHub**
Pre-built analytic scripts to plug into your projects.
Apply advanced data analytic techniques without reinventing the wheel.

**Help & Training**
Next generation how-to documentation.
Documentation for your Grampa’s generation sucked. We take “how-to” seriously and hired awesome writers to help you stay up to speed, 21st century style.

Other subscription benefits:

» Support Center, 24X5, M-F
» Searchable Online Knowledge Base
» Up-to-Date Software Releases
» ACL Community access for unlimited staff
» Product Collaboration
» AuditNet® Premium Subscription (valued at US$140/user)

Optional Tools & Apps:

**ACL Results Manager Lite.**
A free app to centrally, securely and swiftly interact with stakeholders, collect evidence and surveys, visualize results, and assign flagged records for review and remediation.

Learn more >>

**ACL Add-in for Excel.**
A free tool that takes Microsoft® Excel to the next level with profiling and read-only protection, from the company that brought you the industry standard for financial controls analytics.

Download Add-in for Excel >>

AN 10 vs. 11 vs. 12:
What’s the difference?
View ACL Analytics version comparison chart

Read More >>
Log in to ACL Launchpad today!

» Access your ACL products & upgrade to the latest version
» Earn CPEs in ACL Academy
» Get analytic ideas in ACL Inspirations
» Grab scripts from ACL ScriptHub
» Find a User Group in your area
» Join ACL Community!

Log in to ACL Launchpad >>